TEMPLE INFO DISPLAY BOARD

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR displaying name and nakshatra details of various pooja offered by devotees everyday.

Data can be automatically transferred to the display board through Ethernet.

Integrated with KSHETRASUVIDHAM (ക്ഷേത്രാ സുവിധ) Temple Management Software

Size 3ft × 3ft, Dual color Indoor LED Display

All Indian languages can be integrated and displayed

Additional 3ft × 4ft Models Available
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TEMMPLE INFO DISPLAY BOARD

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR displaying name and nakshatra details of various pooja offered by devotees everyday.

Data can be automatically transferred to the display board through Ethernet.

Integrated with KSHETHRASUVIDHAM (ക്ഷേത്രാഭിസഭ) Temple Management Software

Size 3ft × 3ft, Dual color Indoor LED Display

All Indian languages can be integrated and displayed

Additional 3ft × 4ft Models Available
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IDEAL SOLUTION FOR displaying name and nakshatra details of various pooja offered by devotees everyday.

Data can be automatically transferred to the display board through Ethernet.

Integrated with KSHETRASUVIDHAM (ക്ഷേത്ര സുവിധ) Temple Management Software

Size 3ft × 4ft, Dual color Indoor LED Display

All Indian languages can be integrated and displayed

Additional 3ft × 3ft Models Available
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IDEAL SOLUTION FOR displaying name and nakshatra details of various pooja offered by devotees everyday.

Data can be automatically transferred to the display board through Ethernet.

Integrated with KSHETRASUVIDHAM (ക്ഷേത്രാസുവിധം) Temple Management Software

Size 3ft × 5.5ft, Dual color Indoor LED Display

All Indian languages can be integrated and displayed

Additional 3ft × 3ft and 3ft × 6ft Models Available
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IDEAL SOLUTION FOR displaying name and nakshatra details of various pooja offered by devotees everyday.

Data can be automatically transferred to the display board through Ethernet.

Integrated with KSHETRASUVIDHAM (ക്ഷേത്രാസുവിധം) Temple Management Software

Size 3ft × 6ft, Dual color Indoor LED Display

All Indian languages can be integrated and displayed

Additional 3ft × 3ft and 3ft × 5.5ft Models Available
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